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Introduction

Detail from
Julia
Rowley’s
final piece

The staff team at Quarry Bank Primary School worked with Creative Health
CIC to commission two artists to produce public artworks with a health and
wellbeing theme for their reception area and first floor. Quarry Bank Primary
School moved into a new school building in 2011 and staff, pupils and
parents are very proud of their new school and were involved in the planning
and design process. Involvement and collaboration with the pupils and staff
in the creative processes has been a key element of these two very
successful creative projects.

Viewers taking a
closer look at
Richard Franks’
and Liam
Smyth’s piece

The commissions were funded through the Healthy Schools Public Health
Programme and the Quarry Bank Educational Trust. The project was
managed by Creative Health (Arts and Health) CIC.
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Reception Area Commission
Richard Franks and Liam Smyth, Blue and
White Creative

The finished artwork in the school reception area

Artists Richard Franks and Liam Smyth (Blue and White Creative) worked
with Quarry Bank pupils and staff to produce an artwork that visually
represented ideas of looking forward to a future of opportunity, possibility,
optimism, brightness and positivity. The final piece is a visual ‘punch through
the wall’ from the school reception area into a new and imagined place filled
with possibility, hopes and dreams for a happy and productive future life.
Richard and Liam worked with a group of ten Key Stage 2 pupils to create a
scene inspired by the pupils understanding and interpretation of emotional
health and wellbeing themes. The school’s ethos of Open Hearts, Enquiring
Minds and Positive Attitudes were central to the work. Richard and Liam’s
approach also integrated elements of the impressive architecture of the new
school and the heritage of the area, firmly grounding the work in its
surroundings.
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The Creative Process
Richard and Liam used the Four C’s approach to the project, a step-by-step
method that helps to achieve the best possible outcome, and to ensure a
quality creative experience for those involved. This approach spans the initial
meeting with the clients, through to the workshops and the production of the
final artwork and makes the creative process transparent to everyone
involved:
•

•

•

•

Consult: Finding out and listening to what the children and staff want to
do and helping them find clever and inspiring ways to get there. The
artists also used the consultation stage to get to the know the children,
enabling them to tailor the artistic process appropriately.
Concept: This stage of the process concentrated on the ideas, and further
developed the detail of how to make the ideas work in the best way they
can. This element involved hands on creative work with the children.
Create: Once the workshops with the children had been completed, this
stage of the process involved the artists making the work happen and
using their skills, knowledge and contacts to produce a finished, high
quality product.
Check: Ongoing consultation was an important aspect of the process and
involved making sure the children and staff were happy with everything
and making any necessary changes.

Workshops

Pupils using mindmapping techniques
to generate ideas

The initial workshops used mind-mapping techniques to get to the heart of
what positive health and wellbeing meant to the group and to explore what
visually inspired the children. The children were very excited by exploring
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ideas of perspective and scene building and creating imaginative visual
references to emotions, feelings, positive actions and attitudes.
Richard and Liam developed a series of bespoke workshops that explored
these visual techniques and ideas: learning to draw in perspective and to
build impressive scenes and sets from everyday materials that are easy to
find (paint, cardboard and sellotape). The work produced by the children
during these workshops formed the focal point and foundation for the final
artwork.

Learning to draw using
different perspective
techniques
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Model and set building

The finished set produced by the children formed the focal point and foundation
for the final artwork

The workshops playfully explored visual representations of emotions and
actions through a game of chance that paired them together. The resulting
new phrases – ‘bucket of happiness’, ‘tandem of teamwork’ etc – sparked the
imaginations of the children and these ideas grew into fully formed visual
images that were then incorporated into the scene and set ideas that the
children had worked on earlier.
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Workshop playfully
exploring visual
representations of
emotions and
actions through a
game of chance
that paired them
together

In addition to working with the selected group of ten children, Richard and
Liam also wanted a visual input from the wider school community that would
form an integral aspect of the final design. The children involved in the
project talked to their classmates about the themes they had discussed and
what they had learnt in the workshops. In turn, their classmates discussed
these ideas too and created simple line drawings depicting one of the schools
key health and wellbeing ideas: Open Hearts, Enquiring Minds and Positive
Attitudes. Selected drawings produced were intelligently woven through the
final work like a fingerprint, giving a heart to the artwork and reinforcing the
idea that a school is just a building without its staff and pupils.

Drawings
generated by
participants’
classmates
and used as a
‘thumbprint’ in
the final
artwork
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The combined results of this creative process provided the foundation,
framework and detail for the final piece, which were then developed and
skillfully pulled together into a stunning final design by Richard and Liam.
The Final Artwork

The final artwork is a celebration of the hard work that has gone into the
process, but mostly of the children’s imaginations and input. The work
combines the real with the imaginary, incorporating physical aspects of the
school building (such as Tim Tolkien’s gates, the school logo and yellow
pathway leading up to the school) with an imaginary landscape full of stories,
health and wellbeing ideas, possibility and exciting futures.
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Detail from the final artwork
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First Floor Space
Julia Rowley, Glass Artist
Julia Rowley is a glass artist who was commissioned to work with pupils from
Reception up to Year 6 to create a permanent glass artwork piece for the
school. The health and wellbeing theme explored uniqueness, diversity and
aspirations for the future, communicating the idea that our strength as a
whole is made up of lots of smaller, individual and unique elements. The
artwork displays a variety of colourful and tactile gems, allowing the
children’s individual personalities to shine through, combining to reflect a
healthy and happy life.

Julia Rowley’s finished glasswork in situ on the first floor

Process & Workshops
The creative process started with warm up activities and mind-mapping,
which encouraged the children to think about what makes them unique. The
workshop focused on the various wellbeing elements that help work towards
having a healthy approach to life. The children were presented with a range
of themes to get them started (media, hobbies, interests, food, sports,
activities and creativity), which aimed to help them to communicate personal
ideas about their likes, interests and aspirations. Initially the children
responded in quite a general way but with more encouragement and support
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were able to express themselves more fully and share their interests with
others. As the mind-maps developed, the children expressed more specific
aspirations such as ‘I would like to learn to play the drums’, ‘I would like to
travel’, along with ambitions for their future careers and life ahead.

Mind maps
produced
by the
children

To accompany their mind-maps, the children produced theme boards using
images they had searched for online. The results were quick and dynamic,
enabling Julia to quickly understand the different ideas and elements that
appealed to each individual child taking part in the project.
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Theme boards created by the
children to reflect their personal
interests, hobbies and aspirations.

z`

Building on this work, Julia introduced the children to the concept of
macrography; zooming in on the small details and textures of an object
without being able to see the object as a whole. This technique introduces
the idea of abstraction and looking at objects different in a way. The children
were shown, in close-up, objects that had been mentioned in their work such
as sports equipment, animals, natural objects and food, and they had to try
to identify them. The reactions were extremely varied and demonstrated how
individually each child responded and had very different associations with the
objects, once the obvious information was removed.

Objects used
to introduce
the concepts
of
macrography
and
abstraction
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Using a variety of personal objects that the children had brought along with
them, the children were introduced to clay techniques that would be used to
help Julia make the final glass gems for the artwork. Through
experimentation, making textures and using different materials to make
impressions in the clay, the children’s confidence grew and the following
week they brought along different personal objects that would reflect them in
the final piece. The children came with ballet shoes, fishing equipment, travel
souvenirs and costumes and through the process of making impressions in
the clay, the children created different ideas and associations with the
objects. This technique of making an abstracted image and texture from an
object creates great scope for imagination and enables the viewers of the
work as well as the participants to free associate with the imagery and to
create their own meanings for the work.

Making clay impressions
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Children using their personal objects to make abstract clay impressions

Detail of the final
piece of
glasswork. The
finished piece was
produced by Julia
using the clay
impressions
created by the
children
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Reflection

The commissioned artists took very different approaches to working with the
children, engaging them in the creative process and working towards the
final outcome. The health and wellbeing themes underpinned by the school’s
ethos have been embedded into the project and are reflected in the quality of
the end products, helping to raise the aspirations of the children involved and
the wider school community.
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The Five Ways to Well-being (NEF, 20081) are a set of actions that can help
to promote people’s wellbeing. They are: Connect, Be Active, Take Notice,
Keep Learning and Give and are simple things individuals can do in their
everyday lives. They Five Ways have been used in lots of different ways, by
schools, community projects and health organisations. These two
commissions demonstrate how creativity can adopt the Five Ways to
Wellbeing approach to help promote health and wellbeing to school children
taking part in the project and the wider school community.

Connect: Children who would not normally work together in anyway at
school have been brought together by these projects: Key Stage 2 for
Richard and Liam’s project and Reception to Year 6 for Julia Rowley’s project.
Individuals were selected for the project for a variety of reasons including
artistic skills, self esteem building and their ability to lead a group. The
children had to connect from very early on in the project (during their
involvement in the appointment of the artists), talking and interacting
throughout, listening to each other’s opinions and thoughts, making decisions
as a group and moving the project forward. The quality of the final pieces
serves a talking point about the creative process for the wider school
community but especially for those involved, who have spoken confidently
about the work and their involvement to other pupils, staff, parents, school
governors and funders.

1

Five Ways to Well-being, New Economics Foundation, 2008
http://www.neweconomics.org/projects/entry/five-ways-to-well-being
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Be Active: Both pieces of work include elements dedicated to active, healthy
lifestyles and this was a recurring theme during the workshop process.
Conversations about sport, music and dancing were a key part of Julia’s
workshops, as children discussed their hobbies and their goals for the future.
Textures taken from footballs and a skipping rope have been used in the final
glass piece. Richard and Liam’s piece features elements that imaginatively
promote physical activity and healthy eating. Both pieces allow for an active
lifestyle to be considered by any viewer of the work and have been discussed
by the children when they have explained their work to others.

What the children said:
“I’ve never drawn this well before.”
“Learnt how to be a photographer.”
“I learnt how to draw in perspective.”
“We learnt about how to draw our
feelings.”
“We've learnt about attitude, open
hearts and enquiring minds.”
“We learnt to work together.”
“I've learnt I've got good ideas.”

Take Notice: The creative process has encouraged a lot of discussion about
the school, about its ethos and about how it is perceived by the outside
world. The children have had discussions about their experiences of the
school all the way through the project and have listened to each other’s
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thoughts and feelings. They have had to work effectively as part of a team,
make group decisions and think about their school and what it means for
them to be part of it. The final pieces encourage pupils at the school to do
the same, and those involved have encouraged this through the discussions
about their work. The works themselves feature elements that entice the
viewer into looking closer and discovering new parts to them.

Keep Learning: Learning has been a key component for both projects and
learning new artistic techniques and ideas have had a huge impact of the
children and their peers. With Richard and Liam, the children learnt to use
perspective in drawing and model making. These are both techniques that
the children have thoroughly enjoyed learning and have continued to
practice, confidently holding ‘master classes’ and showing their fellow pupils
how to draw and make models too. Working with clay and glass were new
techniques for the children too and a visit to the Glass Cone in Stourbridge
helped to further develop their learning about glass work, the processes and
the final products. Richard, Liam and Julia have inspired the children and
significantly helped to build their aspirations about what they would like to do
in their lives and careers.
Give: The time and efforts of all the children involved have resulted in a
significant contribution to their school, enhancing the environment and
providing inspiration and talking points for other pupils. For Richard and
Liam’s piece, each participant had to talk about what they had learnt and
about the health and wellbeing themes of the project to their own classes,
helping them to produce their own drawings that could be used in the final
piece. Not all of the children involved in the project have taken part in extra
curricular school activities before and have become part of a team through
working on this project. Their involvement has boosted their self esteem and
confidence and enabled them to talk to other pupils, teachers and the wider
school community about how the work was made and how they were a part
of it.
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Conclusion

Julia Rowley
talking about her
work

Richard Franks, Liam Smyth and Julia Rowley successfully engaged the
Quarry Bank children in a wide range of creative ideas, skills and techniques
through very different approaches. The artists have become valuable role
models for the children and their experience of working them has had a
significant impact on their wellbeing and future aspirations. The children have
been inspired in ways that reach far beyond the parameters of the project
and will stay with them for a long time to come.
The school’s ethos is thoroughly embedded and reflected in both of the final
art works. For the teachers involved, the process and final pieces have
reinforced for them what the school stands for; whilst they have a brand new
building and much has changed over recent years, their core values and what
they stand for is the same.

Artist Liam
Smyth with the
finished piece
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